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Dynamical vortex transitions in a gate-tunable two-dimensional Josephson junction array
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We explore vortex dynamics in a two-dimensional Josephson junction array of micron-size superconducting
islands fabricated from an epitaxial Al/InAs superconductor-semiconductor heterostructure, with a global top
gate controlling Josephson coupling and vortex pinning strength. With applied dc current, minima of differential
resistance undergo a transition, becoming local maxima at integer and half-integer flux quanta per plaquette,
f . The zero-field transition from the superconducting phase is split, but unsplit for the anomalous metal phase,
suggesting that pinned vortices are absent or sparse in the superconducting phase, and abundant but frozen in the
anomalous metal. The onset of the transition is symmetric around f = 1/2 but skewed around f = 1, consistent
with a picture of dilute vortices/antivortices on top of a checkerboard ( f = 1/2) or uniform array of vortices
( f = 1). Transitions show good scaling but with exponents that differ from Mott values obtained earlier. Besides
the skewing at f = 1, transitions show an overall even-odd pattern of skewing around integer f values, which
we attribute to vortex commensuration in the square array leading to symmetries around half-integer f .

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.108.134517

I. INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional (2D) superconductivity in thin films and
Josephson junction arrays (JJAs) reveal complex classical and
quantum phase transitions and rich dynamics that depend on
competing energy scales and coherence, including the exten-
sively studied superconductor-insulator transition (SIT) [1–6],
which fits into a framework of quantum critical phenomena
exhibiting universal scaling [7–11]. New classes of materials
have extended SIT studies to include strictly 2D materials
[12–14], hybrid supersemi heterostructures [15–18], and high-
temperature superconductors [19], including a transition to a
topological insulating phase [20]. An apparent metallic phase,
with saturating low-temperature finite resistance, is observed
in many of these systems [21], which is incompatible with
simple universal scaling.

JJAs enrich the landscape by allowing controlled Coulomb
interaction and frustration due to magnetic flux commensura-
tion [22,23]. Coulomb charging of Josephson-coupled islands
makes the classical XY spin system into a quantum problem,
with phase and charge on the islands acting as conjugate vari-
ables with an uncertainty relation. Charging also introduces
a new type of disorder in the form of a random offset on
the island. The periodicity of the array adds complexity in
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the form of a Hofstadter-like spectrum [24,25], and possible
spin glass phases [26–28]. The discrete structure of a JJA also
results in periodic pinning of vortices and antivortices, whose
unbinding and free motion at finite temperature is described
at zero magnetic field by a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless
(BKT) phase transition [5,22,23,29,30], as investigated re-
cently in this system [18].

Collective pinning of vortices resulting in a zero resistance
state, which has been mapped onto a Mott insulator of frozen
vortices [31], was investigated experimentally [32–37], show-
ing good agreement with theory, including scaling [38,39].
In this picture, the zero-resistance state of the JJAs near
nonzero integer and half integer flux quanta per plaquette,
denoted frustration, f , is described as vortices pinned by a
combination of the periodic array potential and, importantly,
collective pinning due to other vortices. Individual (noncol-
lective) vortex pinning in the binding potential of the array
has been thoroughly modelled in metallic JJAs [30,40] and
for intentional pinning [41] and antipinning sites [42], pat-
terned to prevent dissipation in superconducting films [43].
We note that the Mott insulator in JJAs is closely related to
the theoretical Mott insulator state at weak disorder in the 2D
Bose Hubbard model. For stronger disorder the Bose Hubbard
model shows a glass phase associated with individual vortex
pinning [44,45].

Here, we investigate a dynamic transition from the su-
perconducting to the resistive state driven by an applied dc
current, including scaling analysis of differential resistance
at the transition. Previous experiments [32–37] and theory
[38,39] interpreted the flux-dependent dynamic transition in
terms of a dynamic Mott transition based on a scaling analysis
that yielded exponents consistent with a Mott transition. For
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FIG. 1. Hybrid array and frustration-dependent dynamical vortex transitions. (a), (b) Schematic of device with W = 100 by L = 400
epitaxial a = 1μm Al squares (gray), separated by b = 150 nm strips (blue) of exposed InAs heterostructure, with ac + dc current bias, I , and
voltage V measured using side probes. False-color micrograph taken before top gate was deposited. Gate voltage, Vg, controls carrier density
in InAs strips between Al squares [15]. (c) Sheet resistance, Rs ≡ (W/L)V/I , as a function of dc current, Idc, and perpendicular magnetic field,
B⊥, shows Rs = 0 for small Idc with enhanced critical current, I0 at f = 0, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, and 1. (d) Line cuts of (c) shows dips in Rs at
f = 0, 1/2, and 1, going to Rs ∼ 0 for low Idc. (e), (f) Evolution of dips in differential resistance, dV/dIs ≡ (W/L) dVac/dIac, as a function of
B⊥ into a split peak at f = 0, a symmetric peak at f = 1/2, and an asymmetric peak at f = 1. Each case is discussed in the text.

the gate-tuned semiconductor-based JJA investigated here,
both the Josephson coupling, EJ and the vortex pinning po-
tential, EB, are tuned by a gate voltage [15,18].

Examining these transition as a dynamical phase transition,
we find reasonable scaling, though with nonuniversal scaling
exponents that differ from previous experiments [32,33,37].
We also find different exponents on the low-field and high-
field sides of the transitions. This is discussed in Sec. IV. We
conclude that our transition is not a simple Mott transition in
the same universality class as previously reported. This may
be due to the geometry of our structure or weaker vortex
pinning in the InAs/Al system. We note that earlier studies
of similar dynamic transitions were interpreted in terms of
depinning of vortices from the array potential rather than as
a Mott transition [46,47].

Beyond scaling, several new features of dynamical vortex
transitions are presented, elucidating the underlying vortex
structure. First, the dip-to-peak transition from the fully super-
conducting state is split at zero magnetic field, f = 0, unlike
the cases of f = 1/2, 1, and other integer f . We interpret
the split peak as reflecting absent or sparse vortices at f = 0,
unlike at nonzero f , consistent with a BKT picture at f = 0
where vortex-antivortex pairs annihilate at low temperature.

Importantly, we find that when the system is tuned (by gate
voltage) into the anomalous metal phase [15], an unsplit peak
at f = 0 is instead observed. This suggests that remnant un-
paired vortices and antivortices, absent in the low-temperature
low-current superconducting state, are abundant at f = 0 in
the anomalous metal under otherwise similar conditions. The
size of the splitting at f = 0 in the superconducting state is

found to depend on Idc, reflecting the vortex density needed to
support a dynamical transition. This is discussed in Sec. III.

Second, the evolution of the dip-to-peak transition with
increasing Idc is found to be symmetric about f = 1/2 but
highly asymmetric about f = 1 and larger integers. The right-
left symmetry around f = 1/2 follows from the underlying
checkerboard vortex configuration [25,48]: excess vortices are
attracted to unfilled sites while deficit vortices, equivalent to
antivortices, are attracted to filled sites. The situation at f = 1
is quite different and naturally asymmetric: the array is full
and contains one vortex per site. Any excess vortex is repelled
at each site while any deficit, or antivortex, is attracted to each
site, where it can annihilate. Higher integer f values mirror
the asymmetry at f = 1 about the intervening half-integer
symmetry point. This is discussed in Sec. V.

II. HYBRID ARRAY AND DYNAMICAL
VORTEX TRANSITION

The device we investigated, shown in Fig. 1, is based on an
epitaxial Al/InAs heterostructure patterned by wet etching to
form a square array of 1 × 1 μm2 islands separated by 150 nm
strips of exposed semiconductor [15]. A Ti/Au top gate, sepa-
rated from the array by 40 nm of atomic-layer deposited HfO2

insulator, was used to control the carrier density in the strips
between islands. The gated Hall bar has four side probes for
voltage measurements and two wide contacts at the ends for
applying current, and is W = 100 islands wide with L = 400
between voltage probes. The sample is measured in a dilution
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refrigerator with a base temperature of 30 mK. All lines are
filtered using QDevil rf and low-pass filters.

The top gate voltage, Vg, controls the Josephson coupling,
EJ , between islands, driving the system from a superconduct-
ing state at Vg ∼ −3 V to an insulating state at Vg ∼ −4 V
[15]. The top gate also controls the barrier height, EB, (energy
saddle) between vortex pinning sites (energy minima) at the
corners of the square islands. Numerical studies for metallic
islands suggest EB ∝ EJ [40]. Similar numerical studies have
not been done for the semiconducting junctions. At intermedi-
ate gate voltages, an anomalous metallic phase was previously
investigated, showing saturating gate-dependent sheet resis-
tance at low temperature [15,18]. In this work, Vg is set to yield
a superconducting state at base temperature in the absence of
applied dc current and was only modified slightly toward the
anomalous metal phase where indicated.

We probe transport beyond linear response by measuring
the total voltage difference, V , between a pair of side probes
when the array is biased via end contacts with total current, I ,
consisting of a swept dc part, Idc, applied through a 100 k�

resistor, and an ac part, Iac = 5 nA applied through a 1 G�

resistor. The ac voltage was measured via standard lock-in
methods using a 300 ms integration time. Both bias resistors
are much larger than the sample resistance in the regimes
investigated.

A magnetic field, B⊥, was applied perpendicular to the
plane of the array using an external solenoid controlled by
a Keithley 2400 source-measurement unit. The area, A =
(a + b)2, of one plaquette of the array, with a = 1μm and b =
150 nm, gives a characteristic magnetic field �0/A = 1.5 mT,
where �0 = h/2e, close to the observed features at integer
frustration, as seen in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d).

For small dc currents (Idc � 2μA), large dips in both sheet
resistance, Rs ≡ (W/L)V/I , and differential sheet resistance,
dV/dIs ≡ (W/L) dV/dI , reach zero at f = 0, 1/2, and 1,
with moderate dips at f = 1/4, 1/3, and 2/3, as seen in
Fig. 1(e). Increasing Idc beyond an f -dependent critical value,
I0( f ), results in dip-to-peak transitions in dV/Is while minima
in Rs remain minima, consistent with previous experiments
[32–37]. The dip-to-peak transition in dV/dIs, visible at f =
1/2 and f = 1, marks the onset of differential vortex motion,
where vortices move back and forth in response to the ac
component of the current drive, causing dissipation, but are
not yet fully depinned, which would lead to continuous vortex
motion—vortex flow—in response to the dc component of
applied current.

III. ZERO-FIELD TRANSITIONS FROM
SUPERCONDUCTOR AND ANOMALOUS METAL

At zero magnetic field, f = 0, the dynamical transition
appears split, so that dV/dIs remains a minimum as a function
of B⊥, unlike f = 1/2 and f = 1, as seen in Figs. 1(e) and
1(f). The absence of a dip-to-peak transition at f = 0, unlike
for f = 1/2 and 1, is consistent with some previous results
[32,37] but not others [34,36,47], as discussed below.

We interpret the split peak as indicating that vortices are
absent or sparse at f = 0, consistent with a BKT picture in
which unbound vortices pair and annihilate below a critical
temperature, TBKT. This suggests that the zero-resistance state

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. Zero-field dynamical transition from the anomalous
metal phase. (a) Sheet resistance, Rs, as a function of perpendicular
magnetic field, B⊥ over a range of dc currents, Idc. For all dc currents,
zero field remains a resistance minimum, similar to the supercon-
ducting regime, Fig. 1(d). (b) Dip-to-peak transition at f = 0 over
the same range of dc currents. This behavior contrasts the super-
conducting regime in Fig. 1(f), which shows a split peak at B⊥ = 0.
The dip-to-peak transition suggests that vortices and antivortices are
absent at f = 0 in the superconducting phase but present in the
anomalous metal phase.

at f = 0, where vortices are absent or sparse, is qualitatively
different from the zero-resistance states at f = 1/2 and f =
1, where vortices of a single sign are abundant but frozen.

The splitting of the transition around f = 0 is found to
increase at lower Idc, as seen in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f). This is
seen most clearly as the downward orientation of the bright
features on either side of zero field in Fig. 1(e), indicating
that I0 decreases with increasing vortex density, a signature of
the role of vortex interaction in the dynamical transition. This
dependence is similar to the vortex-density (∝ f ) dependence
of the vortex melting temperature [49].

Tuning the gate voltage from Vg = −2.00 V to Vg =
−3.23 V drives the system from the superconducting state,
where Rs falls below measurement resolution, � 0.1�, at low
temperature to the anomalous metal phase, where Rs saturates
at a gate-voltage dependent value, up to ∼h/4e2, at low tem-
perature [15,18].

As shown in Fig. 2, in the anomalous metal phase a dip-
to-peak transition of dV/dIs as a function of Idc is observed at
f = 0, while Rs remains a minimum, similar to the dynamical
transition observed at f = 1/2 and other integer f values.

The unsplit transition in the anomalous metal phase sug-
gests that vortices and antivortices (in equal number) are
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FIG. 3. Dynamical transitions, scaling, and critical exponents. (a), (b) Differential sheet resistance, dV/dIs, shows a dip-to-peak transition
is a function of dc current, Idc, at commensurate frustration. ( f = 1/2) and full ( f = 1). Insets: the transitions on each side, denoted as the left
and right branches of f = 1/2 and f = 1, are represented as superconductor-insulator transitions; down-bending curves are transitions to the
pinned vortex state, while upward-bending curves are transitions to a state of vortex flow. The horizontal field-independent curves separating
each state are marked as separatrices used in the scaling analysis. (Left: black solid line. Right: black dotted line). Scaling plots of f = 1/2 (c),
(d) and f = 1 (e), (f), showing that left and right branches yield different scaling exponents, i.e., there is an asymmetry around each critical
frustration field. Exponents extracted for f = 1/2 are ε = 2.1 (left) and 1.2 (right), while at f = 1 we extract ε = 1.5 (left) and 2.5 (right).

present at f = 0, unlike in the superconducting phase. The
nonvanishing Rs, which characterizes the anomalous metal
phase, further suggests that at least some of the remnant vor-
tices and antivortices are mobile even at Idc < I0 and lowest
temperatures.

A picture of residual unpaired vortices at f = 0 in the
anomalous metal but not the superconductor is consistent with
the observed vanishing of TBKT in the anomalous metal [18].
One would anticipate that in the superconducting phase at
higher temperatures, T > TBKT, an unsplit transition would
occur at f = 0. Reported dynamical transitions at f = 0 are
either at elevated temperatures [36,47] or in the anomalous
metal phase [34], consistent with our observations.

IV. SCALING AND CRITICAL EXPONENTS

The dip-to-peak transition at commensurate frustration can
be described as melting of a frozen vortex lattice and has
been analyzed as a dynamical Mott transition [31–39]. Within
this interpretation, one expects scaling at the transition among
relevant parameters controlling the transition, namely the dc
current bias, Idc, and the distance, b ≡ f − fc, from the com-
mensurate frustration values, in this case fc = 1/2 or 1.

Following Refs. [32,33], we introduce a scaling form for
differential sheet resistance across the dip-to-peak transition,

dV ( f , I )/dIs − dV ( f , I )/dIs|I=I0 = F (|I − I0|/|b|ε ), (1)

where F (x) is a function of the scaled variable x ≡ |I −
I0|/|b|ε and ε is the scaling exponent.

A scaling exponent ε ∼ 2/3 was measured at f = 1
[32,33] and f = 2 [32], in a square array of Nb islands on
Au, consistent with theory for a dynamical Mott transition. At
f = 1/2 in the same system, the value ε ∼ 1/2 was found ex-
perimentally [32,33], and later confirmed numerically [38,39].
Other experiments investigating the dynamic transition at
commensurate f found different exponents [37] in the trian-
gular lattice, or did not pursue scaling analysis [34–36].

The dip-to-peak transition at f = 1/2 was found to be
right-left symmetric, while the transition at f = 1 was asym-
metric, as discussed in Sec. V. A consequence of the
asymmetry is that the value of the commensurate frustration,
fc, depended on Idc [dots in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. The asymme-
try at f = 1 also yielded different separatrices on the left and
right, IL

0 = 2.5 μA, IR
0 = 2.35 μA, while a single separatrix

value was found for f = 1/2 [solid and dashed curves in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. Similar asymmetries are also found at
f = 2, 3, and 4, as seen in Fig. 4.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. Even, odd, and zero flux states. (a) Differential sheet
resistance curves for different values of dc current as a function
of perpendicular magnetic field, B⊥, at gate voltage Vg = −2.8 V,
showing the evolution of vortex states for half-integer frustration
f = 1/2 and integers f = 1, 2, 3, and 4. Odd minima (black dots)
move down in field with increasing dc current, while even minima
(green dots) move up in field. Minima at f = 1/2 is roughly in-
sensitive to dc current, consistent with the overall symmetry in f of
the f = 1/2 transition. (b) Differential sheet resistance (color) as a
function of B⊥ and Idc shows commensurate features at factional and
integer frustration, f . Bright features at the tips of the zero-resistance
spikes are the dip-to-peak signature of the dynamical transition. Note
the alternating, even-odd asymmetric bright features at integer f
values, the symmetric bright feature at f = ±1/2, and the vanishing
differential sheet resistance remaining at large Idc at f = 0.

Scaling exponents ε were obtained by fitting the slope
on a log-log plot of differential resistance after subtracting
the separatrix curve, d

dI [dV/dIs − dV/dIs|IL/R
0

] versus 1/b (see
Appendix). Scaled data collapse reasonably well, as seen in
Figs. 3(c)–3(f), but yield different exponents on the left and
right sides of the peaks, ε = 2.1 (left) and ε = 1.2 (right)
for f = 1/2, and ε = 1.5 (left) and ε = 2.5 (right) for f = 1,
inconsistent with [32,33].

We speculate that different values for ε could be caused by
stronger pinning potential, EB, in the Nb devices in [32,33]
compared to the Al array studied here, leading to a differ-
ent regime where dynamics may be influenced by competing
effects associated with binding potential and vortex-vortex
interactions. A model of vortex pinning in metallic arrays
yielded EB = 0.2 EJ , where EJ = (h̄/2e) ic is the Josephson
coupling, and ic is the single-island critical current [40]. Tak-
ing ic ∼ 5μA from [32] compared to ic ∼ 0.5μA in our Al

array suggests roughly an order of magnitude difference in
EB.

V. SKEWED TRANSITIONS AND EVEN-ODD STRUCTURE

Figures 1(e) and 1(f), and 3(a) and 3(b) reveal a striking
difference between the dip-to-peak transitions at f = 1/2 and
f = 1. Throughout the transition at f = 1/2, each curve,
representing a different Idc value, is symmetric in f about
the transition point. In contrast, for the f = 1 transition, the
curves are highly asymmetric, and in fact, in the crossover
from dip to peak are nearly antisymmetric lying above the
high-current saturation on the right side and below it on the
left side. This difference can also be seen in Fig. 1(e). The
bright feature at the top of the f = 1/2 peak, corresponding
to the peak in dV ( f )/dIs, is flat, while the bright feature at
f = 1 is tilted, indicating that the peak in dV ( f )/dIs occurs
at lower Idc at higher f .

Symmetry in f around f = 1/2 follows from the presumed
checkerboard vortex configuration near f = 1/2 [24], which
is symmetric with respect to the addition or subtraction of
vortices. Excess or deficit vortices slightly above or below
f = 1/2 are expected to form a low-density superlattice on
top of a base checkerboard [25,48]. The symmetry between
excess and deficit vortices should persist for weak disorder,
which can then pin the superlattice. In contrast, f = 1 is not
symmetric with respect to the addition or subtraction of dilute
vortices. Excess vortices above f = 1 are repelled by each site
in the full lattice, while deficit vortices, or antivortices, are
attracted to each site, where they can annihilate with a vortex.
Within this picture, excess vortices should be weakly pinned
and contribute to low-current melting [48], while vacancies
resulting from annihilation with deficit vortices should more
readily pin, lowering vortex mobility. The asymmetry between
excess and deficit at f = 1 is a signature of vortex interaction.

Looking at integer transitions above f = 1, an even-odd
structure is evident in Fig. 4, where the f = 3 transition
is skewed in the same direction as f = 1, while transitions
at f = 2 and f = 4 are skewed in the opposite direction.
Even-odd behavior is also visible below the transition in the
current-dependent position of the minima of dV/dIs, marked
as dots in Fig. 4(a). Some understanding of this structure
follows from the arguments above, that half-filling of the array
is a symmetry point, so one might expect f = 2 to show a
reflection symmetry of the f = 1 behavior about f = 3/2,
continuing by reflection about half-integers to higher integers.

While the overall even-odd pattern at integer f presum-
ably reflects the square potential of the array, the difference
between f = 1/2 (symmetric) and f = 1 (asymmetric) is
also seen in triangular arrays [37], and reflects a more basic
difference between half and full filling. Even-odd structure
of dynamical transition in triangular lattices has not been
reported. It will be interesting to investigate vortex filling in
various lattices experimentally and numerically.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have investigated a dynamical transition from
frozen to mobile vortices in a gate-tunable superconductor-
semiconductor Josephson junction array. Tuning the gate into
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the superconducting phase, where a zero-resistance state is
observed at low temperature and current, we see dip-to-peak
transitions in differential resistance near frustration f = 1/2,
1, 2, 3, and 4, similar to previous studies in metallic arrays.
Motivated by the mapping of this transition to a Mott melting
transition of frozen vortices found good scaling at the transi-
tions but not the Mott exponent found previously, perhaps due
to a weaker binding potential in our Al arrays.

The split transition at f = 0 in the superconducting phase
suggests that vortices are absent, not frozen, at f = 0, con-
sistent with a BKT model in which vortices and antivortices
annihilate at f = 0 below a critical temperature. When the
array is tuned to the anomalous metal phase, a simple unsplit
transition is observed at f = 0 suggesting that frozen and per-
haps some unfrozen vortices are present. These observations
are consistent with previously reported experiments.

The transition at f = 1/2 is symmetric in f around the
transition, reflecting the symmetry of the underlying half-
filled checkerboard lattice. At f = 1, on the other hand, the
transition is strongly asymmetric, suggesting that excess vor-
tices on top of an underlying full lattice melt easily, but deficit
vortices (antivortices) do not. We find that the asymmetry of
the f = 1 transition persists to higher integers, mirrored about
half integers, giving an overall even-odd pattern to transitions
at higher integers. Further work is needed to understand this
asymmetry, and how it depends on island and lattice geometry.
This could also depend on the energetic of vortex configu-
rations [41,42] and binding multiple or giant vortices in the
potential minima [50,51].

We emphasize a general connection between these highly
tunable Josephson arrays and Bose-Hubbard systems [52,53].
In these arrays, complexity is controlled by frustration and
quantum by charging energy of the islands, relevant as the
superconductor-insulator transition is approached.
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APPENDIX: METHODS

Extracting scaling exponents

This subsection provides details of the scaling analy-
sis shown in Fig. 3. The scaling exponent, ε, defined in

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

FIG. 5. Extracting scaling exponents. (a)–(d) Log-log plots of
the slope of the differential resistance, with the separatrix subtracted,
constructed to extract scaling exponents, ε, separately for left and
right branches around f = 1/2 and f = 1. Means of logs are calcu-
lated for each value of b (solid black curve) then means fit to a linear
function (dashed green line).

Eq. (1) was extracted from the slope of a log-log plot of
d/dI (dV/dIs − dV/dIs|I=I0 ) versus 1/b, allowing separate
left and right critical currents, IL

0 and IR
0 .

Figure 5 shows the spread of measured values. For each
value of b a mean of all data was calculated. A curve through
the means is shown as a solid black curve. Then, a line with
offset was fit to the means. The linear fit is shown as a green
dashed line. The slope of the linear fit yields b. The process
is repeated for each value of f and on the left and right sides
for f = 1/2 and f = 1. The value of f extracted from the fit
to b takes into account the dependence of fc on Idc. Values of
fc(Idc) are shown as green and back dots in Fig. 4.

We note that only points near the separatrix (above and
below) were included in the analysis of extracting the scal-
ing exponent for the right branch of fc = 1 due to the large
asymmetry, see Fig. 5(d).
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